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Abstract 

 

Data analytics techniques have been used for numerous manufacturing applications in various areas. 

A common assumption of data analytics models is that the environment that generates data is 

stationary, that is, the feature (or label) space or distribution of the data does not change over time. 

However, in the real world, this assumption is not valid especially for manufacturing. In non-

stationary environments, the accuracy of the model decreases over time, so the model must be 

retrained periodically and adapted to the corresponding environment(s). Knowledge transfer for data 

analytics is an approach that trains a model with knowledge extracted from data or model(s). 

Knowledge transfer can be used when adapting to a new environment, while reducing or eliminating 

degradation in the accuracy of the model. This paper surveys knowledge transfer methods that have 

been widely used in various applications, and investigates the applicability of these methods for 

manufacturing problems. The surveyed knowledge transfer methods are analyzed from three 

viewpoints: types of non-stationary environments, availability of labeled data, and sources of 

knowledge. In addition, we categorize events that cause non-stationary environments in 

manufacturing, and present a mechanism to enable practitioners to select the appropriate methods 

for their manufacturing data analytics applications among the surveyed knowledge transfer methods. 

The mechanism includes the steps 1) to detect changes in data properties, 2) to define source and 

target, and 3) to select available knowledge transfer methods. By providing comprehensive 

information, this paper will support researchers to adopt knowledge transfer in manufacturing. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Data analytics (DA), which is a process to discover useful information from data, has been 

increasingly applied in manufacturing in recent years due to advances in Internet of Things (IoT), 

sensor technology, and DA (i.e., data mining or machine learning) techniques [1]. DA models have 

been widely used to guide decision making in manufacturing, such as supporting engineering design, 

shop floor control, fault detection, machine maintenance, and product quality improvement [2]. DA 

models often assume that the environment of data generation is stationary, which means that the 

feature (or label) space or distribution of data does not change over time, because it is difficult to 

account for changes in the environment before they occur, when training models. However, in the 

real world, that assumption does not hold [3]. In manufacturing, changes in product design or 

production processes, adding new sensors on machines, or the effect of aging in sensors (or machine 

parts) can cause changes in the feature (or label) space or changes in distribution of data [4-7]. These 

changes in data properties can be characterized as non-stationary (evolving or drifting) phenomena 

[3]. 

 In non-stationary environments, most DA models need to be retrained using newly-collected 

data. If a model does not adapt to changes in its environment, the model accuracy will degrade. If 

the model degrades, its analysis will be inaccurate and unreliable for decision making. A traditional 

approach to manage the degradation due to changes in environment is to retrain the DA model with 

data collected from the new environment. However, collecting sufficient data from the new 

environment for retraining the model is often difficult and time consuming. In highly stabilized and 

automated manufacturing processes (e.g., semiconductor manufacturing process), data collection 

from the new environment can be a straightforward task [8]. However, collecting sufficient data is 

challenging and time consuming when 1) an infrastructure to automatically collect data does not 

exist [8], 2) the production process is in its commissioning stage, or 3) combining distributed data 

or time synchronizing of data is complicated [9]. Therefore, when data availability is limited due to 

the situations that data collection or labelling is expensive or inaccessible, effective and efficient 

methods for training the new model are needed [10]. 

Knowledge transfer for DA is particularly good for dealing with degradation in the accuracy of 

the model in non-stationary environments [3]. When the accuracy of the model is below the accuracy 

boundary or a new model is needed due to changes in data properties (e.g., changes in the feature 

space), training a new model should be initiated (see Fig. 1). The traditional approach trains the new 

model using newly-collected data, which might have different properties compared to the existing 

data from the old environment. Compared to the traditional approach, knowledge transfer approach 



  

 

trains the new model using the newly-collected data as well as knowledge extracted from the existing 

data or model(s). 

There are two major knowledge transfer approaches: transfer learning and incremental learning 

(online learning), which are the focus of this paper. Strictly speaking, incremental learning and 

online learning are different, but incremental learning refers to online learning strategies [11]. Thus, 

in this survey, we treat both learning approaches as the same concept. Also, there are other terms or 

knowledge transfer approaches such as domain adaptation and covariate shift. Transfer learning 

covers the area of domain adaptation, and covariate shift is a subset of incremental learning; thus, 

we do not mention model adaptation and covariate shift separately. Transfer learning focuses on 

maximizing the use of knowledge in data or in similar models with limited information from a new 

environment. On the other hand, incremental learning focuses on continuously and incrementally 

adapting to a new environment with knowledge inherent in the existing model and small amount of 

data collected from the new environment. Many studies have shown that transfer learning [10, 12, 

13] and incremental learning [3, 11, 14, 15] can be beneficial to learning in non-stationary 

environments. Most of these studies have focused on specific applications such as text classification 

and image recognition.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Concept of knowledge transfer approach compared to traditional approach. 

 

In this paper, we review and analyze transfer learning and incremental learning methods with a 

focus on supporting knowledge transfer in manufacturing. The result of the analysis could provide 

great benefit when designing and managing DA models with non-stationary environments in 

manufacturing. 



  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the non-stationary environments are 

described, and knowledge transfer methods are categorized and discussed. Also, benefits of 

knowledge transfer in manufacturing are presented. In Section 3, current research on the topic of 

knowledge transfer, including changes in data properties, availability of labeled data, and knowledge 

sources is reviewed. Our comprehensive analysis and findings are summarized. In Section 4, we 

describe events that cause changes in data properties in manufacturing, and present a mechanism to 

guide practitioners to select appropriate knowledge transfer methods for DA. Finally, Section 5 

concludes the paper and presents ideas for future work. 

 

2. Overview of Knowledge Transfer 

 

In this section, we provide an overview of non-stationary environments, and introduce the concept 

of knowledge transfer. Notations to define non-stationary environments are described. Two 

representative approaches of knowledge transfer are presented and these approaches are defined in 

terms of data and model. Also, we discuss the benefits of applying knowledge transfer in 

manufacturing. 

 

2.1. An Overview of Non-Stationary Environments  

 

In this section, we introduce the definition of domain, task, and other terms that are frequently used 

in knowledge transfer. We use the notations and definitions defined by Pan and Yang [10].  

Changes in data properties causing non-stationary environments can be defined using a domain 

D = {𝜒, 𝑃(𝑋)} and a task T = {𝒴, 𝑓(∙)}. The domain 𝐷 consists of two components, which are a 

feature space 𝜒 and a marginal probability distribution 𝑃(𝑋), where 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛} ∈ 𝜒. For 

example, if the problem is to classify product failure, 𝑥𝑖 is the 𝑖th feature vector that corresponds to 

a product failure, 𝑛 is the number of feature vectors in a particular learning sample 𝑋, and 𝜒 is the 

space of all the feature vectors. The task 𝑇 is defined by a label space 𝒴 and a predictive function 

𝑓(∙), which is learned from training data that consists of pairs {𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖}, where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝒴. 

Referring to the example of product failure classification, 𝒴 is the set of labels (‘good’ or ‘scrap’), 

and 𝑓(∙) can be used to predict a label for a given product. From a probabilistic viewpoint, 𝑓(𝑥) is 

a predicted label for newly-collected data 𝑥, and it can be re-written as 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥). 

In this paper, source refers to the existing model or data from which the knowledge is extracted, 

and target refers to a new model or new data of a new environment (see Fig. 1). The source-domain 

data is defined as 𝐷𝑆 = {(𝑥𝑆1, 𝑦𝑆1), … , (𝑥𝑆𝑛, 𝑦𝑆𝑛)}, where 𝑥𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝜒𝑆  is the 𝑖th data point of 𝐷𝑆  and 

𝑦𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝒴𝑆  is the corresponding class label of 𝑥𝑆𝑖 . The target-domain data is defined as 𝐷𝑇 =

{(𝑥𝑇1, 𝑦𝑇1), … , (𝑥𝑇𝑛, 𝑦𝑇𝑛)}, where 𝑥𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝜒𝑇  is the 𝑖 th data point of 𝐷𝑇  and 𝑦𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝒴𝑇 . The source 

task is 𝑇𝑆, the target task is 𝑇𝑇, the source model is 𝑓𝑆(∙), and the target model is 𝑓𝑇(∙). 

Now, we define types of changes in data properties causing non-stationary environments by 

referring where incremental learning and transfer learning are concentrated on. Incremental learning 

in non-stationary environments refers to concept drift. The meaning of concept drift is that the 

statistical properties of data change over time. Probabilistic definition of concept drift is divided into 

two categories depending on ‘what’ is changed: real drift and virtual drift [16]. In real drift, 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥) 



  

 

changes over time independently from 𝑃(𝑋) due to changes in the relationship between features and 

labels. In virtual drift, 𝑃(𝑋) changes without affecting 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥) and can happen when the collected 

data points are not evenly distributed. Transfer learning in non-stationary environments covers both 

changes in 𝑃(𝑋) and 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥). In addition, transfer learning focuses on changes in feature and label 

spaces [10].  

Changes in data properties can be categorized into four types: 

1) Change in feature space (𝜒𝑆 ≠ 𝜒𝑇): the feature space of source 𝜒𝑆 is different from the feature 

space of target 𝜒𝑇. The feature space can be changed when changing the variables to be used for 

DA due to 1) addition of new sensors, 2) changing production machines or processes, 3) adapting 

an existing DA model to a new production process or new factory, or 4) using a different 

representation to describe data.  

2) Change in marginal probability distribution ( 𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) ): the marginal probability 

distribution of source 𝑃(𝑋𝑆)  is different from the marginal probability distribution of target 

𝑃(𝑋𝑇). The marginal probability distribution may change due to sensors’ and machines’ aging 

effects or changes in a new machine setup.  

3) Change in label space (𝒴S ≠ 𝒴T): the label space of source 𝒴S is different from the label space 

of target 𝒴T. The label space may change when a label (criterion) is added or removed in the 

target domain. In the product defects classification example, the label space changes when the 

categories of product defects are changed from {good, major} to {minor, major, critical}, where 

‘minor’ defect means small and insignificant issues that do not affect function of the product, 

‘major’ defect means considerable issues that could adversely affect performance of the product, 

and ‘critical’ defect means critical issues that could render the product unusable. 

4) Change in conditional probability distribution ( 𝑃(𝑦𝑆|𝑥𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑦𝑇|𝑥𝑇) ): the conditional 

probability distribution of source 𝑃(𝑦𝑆|𝑥𝑆) is different from the conditional probability 

distribution of target 𝑃(𝑦𝑇|𝑥𝑇). The conditional probability distribution might change when there 

is a change in relationship between features and labels. For example, when a product design being 

produced does not change, but the existing machine setup does not guarantee the same level of 

product quality as before, we can speculate that the relationship between the product failure and 

the machine setup has changed. 
 

In all types of changes in data properties mentioned above, newly-collected data is needed to 

retrain a new DA model. However, it is not always easy to collect sufficient data for retraining DA 

model. In this situation, knowledge transfer could play an important role.  

 

2.2. Concept of Knowledge Transfer 

 

Knowledge transfer for DA (see Fig. 1) is an approach that allows training a DA model to a new 

environment. This approach is particularly useful when limited information available from the new 

environment. Knowledge transfer can be redefined as transferring knowledge extracted from 𝐷𝑆 or 

𝑇𝑆 when training 𝑓𝑇(∙). 

As mentioned before, this paper focuses on the two major approaches: transfer learning and 

incremental learning. Given 𝐷𝑆 with a corresponding 𝑇𝑆, and 𝐷𝑇 with a corresponding 𝑇𝑇, transfer 



  

 

learning is an approach of training 𝑓𝑇(∙) by exploiting the related knowledge from 𝐷𝑆 and 𝑇𝑆, where 

𝐷𝑆 ≠ 𝐷𝑇 or 𝑇𝑆 ≠ 𝑇𝑇 [13]. Incremental learning is an approach of updating or improving 𝑓𝑇(∙) by 

referring to 𝑇𝑆 [14]. Transfer learning focuses more on knowledge from 𝐷𝑆 than knowledge from 𝑇𝑆, 

whereas incremental learning focuses on knowledge from 𝑇𝑆 . From the perspective of ‘what to 

transfer’, transfer learning transfers knowledge from data and model, and incremental learning 

transfers knowledge from model. Thus, we investigate knowledge transfer methods by focusing on 

both sources of knowledge: data and model. 

When transferring knowledge from data (see Fig. 2 (a)), the target model is trained using the 

target-domain data with the knowledge from the source-domain data. Knowledge transfer methods 

differ depending on how knowledge is extracted from the source-domain data and utilized. For 

example, quality assurance of wafers is an important issue in the semiconductor manufacturing 

process. Virtual metrology (VM) technologies have been developed to monitor the quality of wafers 

[17]. A new VM model is needed for a new process, however, collecting labeled data is not a 

straightforward task due to time consuming labelling process. When wafer records (labels) of the 

target-domain data is not sufficient, previously collected data that involves sets of process variables 

(e.g. process parameters) and inspection variables (e.g., inspection results) can be used. Thus, data 

points that have similar data properties to the target-domain data are selected as the source-domain 

data for training the target model. 

When transferring knowledge from model (see Fig. 2 (b)), the source model is transferred as 

knowledge to train the target model. Sometimes, the source-domain data is also transferred together 

with the source model to calculate the difference between the source and target domains, but the 

source-domain data is not always required. The target-domain data is commonly used to evaluate 

the suitability of the source model to a new environment (target), and the model is modified 

accordingly. In the above VM model example, the target model can also be trained using knowledge 

acquired from previously established VM models of other sets of process settings. For example, if 

the previous VM models were trained based on neural networks (NN), feature representations and 

model weights (optimal parameters) could be considered as the knowledge. Both types of knowledge 

are used for model initialization, and the weights are updated using the target-domain data only.  

 



  

 

 

Fig. 2 The role of knowledge sources in knowledge transfer. 

 

Knowledge transfer approaches are different depending on knowledge sources, but all related 

methods require target-domain data to train the target model. Knowledge transfer can be used when 

both sufficient and limited labeled target-domain data is available. We use the term ‘labeled data’ if 

all target data points are labeled, ‘limited labeled data’ if the target data points are partially labeled, 

and ‘unlabeled data’ if none of the target data points are labeled.  

Depending on the availability of the labeled data, machine learning algorithms are categorized 

as supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised learning. Zhu and Goldberg [18] define supervised 

learning as a task to train a function 𝑓 ∶  𝜒 →  𝒴 with given input and output data pairs  {(𝒙𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑖=1
n , 

which is also called training dataset. The goal is to obtain a function that predicts the true label y on 

future data x. Semi-supervised learning is halfway between supervised and unsupervised learning. 

The training dataset consists of points and corresponding responses (labels), {(𝒙𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑖=1
n , in 

addition to the points {(𝑥𝑗)}
𝑗=𝑛+1

m
 the labels of which are not known. Unsupervised learning works 

on data points {(𝑥𝑖)}𝑖
n without associated responses. The goal is to find patterns in the data without 

prior information or supervision of correct answers. 

Machine learning tasks can also be categorized as supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 

and reinforcement learning (RL) [22]. Supervised learning uses the ground truth labels or responses, 

whereas there are no labels available for unsupervised learning tasks. RL allows machines and 

software agents to automatically determine the ideal behavior within a specific context, in order to 

maximize their performance. Unlike supervised learning, which trains on labeled datasets, RL 

achieves its stated objective by receiving positive or negative rewards for the actions taken.  

The definition of each category in knowledge transfer can be defined differently with respect to 

the availability of labeled data, according to Weiss et al. [13]. For example, there are studies [19, 20] 



  

 

that define semi-supervised transfer learning as a learning task with labeled source-domain data and 

unlabeled target-domain data. Blitzer et al. [21] defined semi-supervised learning as the case of 

labeled source-domain data and limited labeled target-domain data. Thus, for consistency, we have 

used the terms labeled, limited labeled, and unlabeled to categorize knowledge transfer methods 

instead of supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised (or RL). 

In most cases of DA applications in manufacturing supervised learning algorithms are 

dominantly used due to availability of domain experts [23]. However, collecting sufficient labeled 

data takes time, and often not an easy task [5, 17]. This task might be very labor intensive and prone 

to human errors.  For example, in the product defect classification problem [24], to determine 

whether products have defects or not, they must be inspected individually through performing a full 

inspection manually or using sensors. Either way, collecting inspection data is not an easy task. In 

addition, a very small percentage of parts in a production process are defective in general. It is 

expected that having sufficient labeled data about defective parts is scarce, especially within a short 

period. Therefore, knowledge transfer can promise benefits for manufacturers where target data 

points are limited labeled or unlabeled, and when an existing DA model is needed to be trained 

quickly to adapt dynamic changes in the manufacturing process. 

  

2.3. Benefits of Knowledge Transfer in Manufacturing 

 

Product quality management [5, 6, 25] and maintenance of machines [26, 27] are two particular 

manufacturing application areas where knowledge transfer methods have been used. Depending on 

the application area, different knowledge from data or model(s) can be transferred. In this section, 

we present benefits of knowledge transfer in the above areas of manufacturing and briefly describe 

what knowledge can be transferred. Examples of transferred knowledge are summarized in Table 1.  

 

2.3.1. Product Quality Management 

 

These days, product designs frequently change in response to market demands [28]. When a newly-

designed product is in the production process, a new DA model might be needed to classify or predict 

defects (or failures) of the new product.  

In response to the changes in product designs, Sankavaram et al. [6] proposed a knowledge 

transfer framework to detect faults in automotive systems. When a new DA model of a vehicle (or 

different design of a vehicle) is being produced, it is important to diagnose new types of faults in the 

early stage of production. However, it is difficult to collect sufficient data in the automotive industry 

because faults in vehicles rarely occur. Thus, they applied AdaBoost [29] and Learn++.NC [30] to 

build the new model to help early-stage fault detection in non-stationary environments with limited 

newly-collected data.  

Pulong et al. [25] proposed a method based on incremental learning algorithm for support vector 

machine (SVM) to recognize faults of a high voltage circuit breaker (HVCB). Their method to 

update the classifiers is incrementally updating support vectors (SVs) using newly-collected data. 

Since HVCB faults do not happen very often, it is not easy to obtain sufficient fault samples. By 

applying knowledge transfer, new faults can be added into the SVM model effectively.  



  

 

Ramakrishnan and Ghosh [5] proposed a framework called distributed dynamic elastic nets 

(DDEN) to understand trends of features affecting product conditions in dynamic environments. In 

the ramp-up phase of an assembly line, dynamic environments are common due to continuous 

changes in underlying conditions that might lead to defects. The underlying trends of the features 

are considered to stabilize the fluctuation of parameter weights while optimizing the model, and a 

stabilized model can increase yield during the ramp-up phase of the production process.  

 

2.3.2. Maintenance  

 

Maintenance in machines plays a key role in reducing manufacturing costs, minimizing downtime 

of machines, improving product quality, and increasing productivity [31]. DA models can be used 

to monitor and diagnose the condition of a machine; replacement or repair of the machine can be 

done by following the results of the DA analysis. The replacement and repair might cause changes 

in the environment of the data generating process. Aging effects of sensors for condition monitoring 

may also cause changes in data. 

Due to these changes in data, Vilakazi and Marwala [26] applied Learn++ [32] to train a 

prediction model for fault diagnosis of machines about high voltage bushing condition. The 

prediction model accommodates newly-collected data or new labels presented in the newly-collected 

data by adding new classifiers to the existing model. By adopting knowledge transfer, the prediction 

model can be retrained with a new set of ensemble classifiers, and the machine conditions will be 

predicted when the environment change. 

Yu [27] developed an adaptive hidden Markov model (AHMM) method for condition-based 

maintenance (CBM). When a new machine health state is detected, the proposed method learns 

online about such change in its machine health. Thus, through applying AHMM, the model supports 

recognizing the new type of health degradation at an early stage and allows for timely maintenance 

service.  

 

2.3.3. Examples of Transferred Knowledge  

 

The benefits mentioned above can be obtained by using the knowledge from data or model. This 

section presents a set of examples that use knowledge to train the DA models. In Table 1, application 

area means a field where knowledge transfer is used. We describe the type of changes in data 

properties, knowledge sources, and transferred knowledge.  

Most of the example studies in product quality management and machine maintenance use model 

as the knowledge source. They focus on continuously updating models when the marginal 

probability distributions change. In manufacturing, model parameters or structures, which are 

containing relations between features and labels, are used as the knowledge transferred from model. 

In case of knowledge transfer from data, relations between features and labels are used to train a 

new model.  

 



  

 

Table 1 Examples of transferred knowledge depending on application areas and changes in data properties. 

Application 

Area 
Authors 

Changes in 

Data Properties 

Knowledge 

Source 

Transferred Knowledge  

Used to Train Models 

Product 

Quality 

Management 

Sankavaram 

et al. [6] 

𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) Data Relations between vehicle operating 

conditions and faults of vehicle 

𝒴𝑆 ≠ 𝒴𝑇 Model Model parameters for classifying non-

changed labels (categories of faults) 

Pulong et 

al. [25] 

𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) Model Valid classifiers on all source-domain 

data (Relations between machine 

conditions and HVCB faults) 

Ramakrishn

an and 

Ghosh [5] 

𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) Model Model parameters (weights) used to 

classify labels (good or bad) in the 

source 

Maintenance Vilakazi 

and 

Marwala 

[26] 

𝒴𝑆 ≠ 𝒴𝑇 Model Model parameters for classifying non-

changed labels (categories of faults)  

Yu [27] 𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) Model Hidden state and Gaussian components 

that represent existing failures 

 

Knowledge transfer methods of the above examples are applied not only in manufacturing but 

also in other domains for various applications. For example, Vilakazi and Marwala [26] applied 

Learn++ [32] to train the model for fault diagnosis of machines. The training data set involves sets 

of process settings and inspection results. Learn++ has been also applied in image detection of video 

events in order to adapt the model to any new class of video events [33]. In other words, knowledge 

transfer methods are not limited to a certain application, some can be applied for knowledge transfer 

in manufacturing by various applications in different areas including manufacturing.  

In addition, knowledge transfer is commonly used for tasks such as object classification, 

detection, and text classification. In this regard, similar methods can be applied to solve 

manufacturing problems. Ferguson et al. [24] used different convolutional neural networks (CNN) 

architectures to detect and localize casting defects. Instead of solely using a relatively much smaller 

data set of casting X-ray images, the authors have transferred the knowledge from different CNN 

architectures that were pre-trained using common object images (e.g., person, bicycle, and car). That 

allowed the authors to obtain high accuracy in object detection and localization with a smaller data 

set. 

While the above examples show that knowledge transfer is beneficial to manufacturing, there is 

limited research on this topic for manufacturing applications. The survey discussed in this paper 

does not solely focus on manufacturing applications, but on various applications of different areas. 

However, the survey results could support researchers who perform knowledge transfer for 

manufacturing applications. We also categorize and summarize knowledge transfer methods from 

the survey to support researchers to easily adopt knowledge transfer in manufacturing applications. 

 

3. Knowledge Transfer Methods in Non-Stationary Environments 

 



  

 

In this section, we explore the knowledge transfer methods for classification and regression 

problems through a literature survey. The methods for transferring knowledge from data or model, 

presented in the survey are listed in Tables 2 and 3 respectively; the approach, data-related 

information, and application of each method are also included in the tables. Table 4 summarizes all 

the surveyed methods in terms of types of changes in data properties, availability of labeled data, 

and knowledge sources.  

 

3.1. Knowledge Transfer from Data 

 

Knowledge transfer methods with knowledge from data aims at finding “good” data points or feature 

representations to increase the prediction accuracy and the credibility of the target model. The 

knowledge transfer methods with knowledge from data are divided into two groups: instance-based 

knowledge transfer and feature-based knowledge transfer (see Fig. 3) [10]. Instance-based 

knowledge transfer [20, 34-38] is an approach that uses weighted source-domain data and target-

domain data to train a target model. The weights are used to compensate for the differences between 

the source and target domains, and they are calculated by comparing the marginal probability 

distributions or the conditional probability distributions. Feature-based transfer [39-45] is an 

approach to discover a meaningful feature representation of data points in the source and target 

domains. By using feature representation, the differences between the source and target domains 

could be reduced. Like instance-based transfer, feature-based transfer exploits knowledge that is 

inherent in the source-domain data, but it can be used when the features of the source and target 

domains are different. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Two categories of knowledge transfer from data: Instance-based transfer and Feature-based transfer. 

 

 

3.1.1. Instance-based Knowledge Transfer 

 



  

 

Dai et al. [34] proposed an instance-based transfer algorithm, TrAdaBoost, which extends AdaBoost 

[29]. AdaBoost is a method that improves error of the target predictive model by iteratively giving 

weights on the training data points. AdaBoost assumes that the distributions of the source domain 

and the distributions of the target domain are identical. On the other hand, TrAdaBoost assumes that 

the marginal probability distribution of the target domain is different from the marginal probability 

distribution of the source domain, even though the source and target have the same feature and label 

spaces. The classifier is trained using sufficient labeled source-domain data and small amounts of 

newly-labeled data in the target domain. The key idea is iteratively reweighting the source-domain 

data to filter out source data points which have different distributions from the target domain. The 

SVM algorithm was used in this surveyed paper as a basic learner, but any classification algorithm 

can be used instead of the SVM algorithm.  

In the process of extracting and transferring knowledge from a single source, if the source and 

target domains are not related enough, the dissimilar knowledge can cause a negative impact on the 

target model. This situation is formally defined as negative transfer [13], i.e., the accuracy of target 

the model trained only with target-domain data is greater than the accuracy of the target model 

trained by knowledge transfer. Yao and Doretto [35] proposed Multisource-TrAdaBoost that extends 

TrAdaBoost [34] to extract knowledge from multiple sources to decrease the negative impact. In the 

learning system, not only the knowledge extracted from a single-source domain but also the 

knowledge extracted from relevant multiple-source domains can be used to train the target model 

(𝑓𝑇(∙)) (see Fig. 4). Multisource-TrAdaBoost aims to find a weak classifier from the sources that 

appears to be the most related to the target in each iteration, and then the final weak classifier is 

chosen to minimize the target classification error.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of knowledge transfer from a single source and multiple sources. 

 

Pardoe and Stone [36] proposed an instance-based transfer algorithm called TrAdaBoost.R2 that 

is inspired by ExpBoost [46] and TrAdaBoost [34] for regression on the knowledge extracted from 

multiple sources. ExpBoost, an extension of AdaBoost [29] is designed for sequential learning tasks. 

For multiple sources, TrAdaBoost.R2 combines all source-domain data into a single dataset and 

handles reweighting of each training data point separately. Also, they found that accuracy of 

TrAdaBoost.R2 decreased when the number of boosting iterations increased. To address this 



  

 

problem, they proposed a two-stage TrAdaBoost.R2 to adjust weights. In the first stage, cross 

validation is used to adjust the weights of the source data points. In the next stage, the weights of all 

source data points are frozen while the weights of the target data points are updated using 

AdaBoost.R2 [47]. They used multivariate regression prediction (M5P) model trees or NN as a basic 

learner. 

Chattopadhyay et al. [37] also proposed a method, conditional probability based multi-source 

domain adaptation (CP-MDA), for knowledge transfer from multiple sources. The goal of the 

method is to train the target model using data points from multiple-source domains and a few labeled 

data points in the target. The key idea is computing the labels of the unlabeled data points in the 

target, called ‘pseudo labels’ by integrating multiple-source domains using a set of weights. Finally, 

the target model is trained from both pseudo and labeled target-domain data. The proposed method 

is compared with other multi-source knowledge transfer methods: locally weighted ensemble (LWE) 

[19] and domain adaptation machine (DAM) [48].  

Jiang and Zhai [38] proposed a knowledge transfer method for the situation when the conditional 

probability distribution of the source is different from the conditional probability distribution of the 

target. The key idea is removing ‘misleading’ data points from the source, assigning more weights 

to the labeled data points in the target, and augmenting data points in the source with pseudo labeled 

data points in the target. Several parameters are introduced, which indicate 1) similarity of 

conditional probability distributions between the source and target, 2) how to adjust weights of each 

data point, and 3) how to assign pseudo labels. Also, three approximation methods are proposed, 

and the target model is trained by controlling the contributions of each approximation method to the 

target model using introduced parameters. The proposed method is tested with three different natural 

language processing (NLP) tasks, which are part-of-speech (POS) tagging, entity type classification, 

and personalized spam filtering. 

Hu et al. [20] proposed multi-domain adaptation algorithm based on the class distribution 

(MACD). The method uses all possible source-domain data to train a new binary classifier. When 

the distribution of the labels in the target domain is known but the target-domain data is not labeled, 

MACD is used to train the classifier of target domain. Base classifiers of each source domain are 

trained using traditional machine learning methods. Relative classifiers of the source domains are 

selected to obtain pseudo labels of the target by comparing the distribution of the labels. Then, the 

pseudo labeled target data points are added to the relevant source domains, and the base classifiers 

of each source are updated. Lastly, a classifier of the target domain is obtained by combining the 

base classifiers using voting rule [49]. 

 

3.1.2. Feature-based Knowledge Transfer 

 

To cope with the change in the marginal probability distributions, Duan et al. [39] proposed a domain 

transfer multiple kernel learning (DTMKL) method. The method trains a classifier by minimizing 

the structural risk functional [50] on both the domains. Maximum mean discrepancy measure [51] 

is used to minimize the difference of marginal probability distributions between the source and target 

domains. DTMKL can be applied in any kernel method, SVM is used to implement the DTMKL 

method. The experimental results show that the proposed method can outperform other cross-domain 



  

 

learning algorithms including kernel mean matching [52], cross-domain SVM [53], adaptive SVM 

[54], and feature replication [55].  

Pan et al. [40] proposed a knowledge transfer method to minimize the difference between the 

source and target domains using a latent space. Maximum mean discrepancy embedding (MMDE), 

which is a new dimension reduction method, is proposed to learn the latent space. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) is used to construct low-dimensional representations by selecting the 

leading eigenvectors. Finally, a traditional machine learning method is used to train the target model 

using mapping between the target-domain data in the latent space and the labels of the source. 

To transfer knowledge when marginal and conditional probability distributions change, Long et 

al. [41] proposed a Joint Distribution Adaptation (JDA) method. The key idea is jointly adapting 

changes in both the distributions in a principled dimensionality reduction procedure. A classifier of 

the source is used to estimate the unlabeled data points in the target. To reduce the difference in the 

distributions, they adopt maximum mean discovery (MMD) [56] as a distance measure and integrate 

it with the PCA algorithm that constructs feature representation. The method is tested for image 

classification using related algorithms including transfer component analysis (TCA) [57] + NN and 

transfer subspace learning (TSL) [58] + NN.  

Long et al. [42] also proposed a knowledge transfer method, which is an adaptation 

regularization-based transfer learning (ARTL) framework, to reduce the difference in the marginal 

and conditional probability distributions. In the framework, a supervised classifier finds pseudo 

labels of the unlabeled target-domain data. Similar to the JDA [41] method, MMD [56] is adopted 

to measure the difference in the marginal and conditional probability distributions. Joint distributions 

of the source and target and the structural risk functional on the source data points are minimized, 

and the manifold consistency is optimized to train an adaptive classifier.  

Pan et al. [43] proposed a spectral feature alignment (SFA) method, which is a feature-based 

knowledge transfer method when the feature spaces of the source and target domains are different. 

The key idea of the method is finding a new feature representation to reduce the difference between 

the source and target domains. SFA identifies domain-independent features occurring frequently and 

acting similar in both domains, and uses the features as a bridge between the source and target. Also, 

the method identifies domain-specific features that are only used in one specific domain, and a 

bipartite graph between domain-specific features and domain-independent features is constructed. 

A spectral clustering on the graph is used to align domain-specific features and domain-independent 

features to the same cluster, and the target model is trained based on the new representation with 

clusters. 

Shi et al. [44] proposed a heterogeneous spectral mapping (HeMap) to address the differences in 

the feature and label spaces and the changes in the marginal probability distribution. A common 

feature space between the source and target domains is constructed using spectral transformation 

technique to make both data similar. Related data points in the projected space are selected as 

training data by applying a clustering-based sample selection method [59], and the relationship 

between the different feature spaces is modeled using a Bayesian-based approach. 

Zhou et al. [45] proposed a knowledge transfer method called hybrid heterogeneous transfer 

learning (HHTL), which allows knowledge transfer across domains even though the corresponding 

data points are biased across the domains. Once the weights of the source and target data points to 

hidden representation are calculated, a feature map between the source and target is trained. Then, 



  

 

the distribution bias between the source and target is reduced by discovering a latent representation. 

The experimental results show that the accuracy of the proposed method is better than the following 

methods: SVM-source-correspondence (SVM-SC), cross-lingual kernel canonical component 

analysis (CL-KCCA) [60], HeMap [44], and marginalized stacked denoised autoencoder-CCA 

(mSDA-CCA). 

 

3.1.3. Summary of Knowledge Transfer from Data 

 

Knowledge transfer methods using knowledge extracted from data are summarized in Table 2. Table 

2 presents the name, the approach to extract knowledge from data (transfer approach), the 

availability of labeled data in the source and target domains (e.g., labeled, limited labeled, and 

unlabeled), and the applications where the method was demonstrated. All the methods listed in the 

table need labeled source-domain data. However, knowledge transfer is possible if target-domain 

data is not labeled. In general, knowledge transfer from data are applied in text classification and 

image recognition. 

 

3.2. Knowledge Transfer from Model 

 

Knowledge transfer methods with knowledge from model focuses on adapting parameters or 

structures of models to a new environment, instead of transferring knowledge purely from data. 

Knowledge transfer methods that transfer knowledge from model can be classified into single-

instance setting and batch setting. They are distinguished based on how many target data points are 

used for training 𝑓𝑇(∙) in the learning system. In a single-instance setting [61-66], the knowledge 

transfer occurs when training 𝑓𝑇(∙) with a single data point (𝑥𝑇1, 𝑦𝑇1), whereas in a batch setting 

[19, 32, 67-71], the knowledge transfer uses multiple data points 

{(𝑥𝑇1, 𝑦𝑇1), (𝑥𝑇2, 𝑦𝑇2), … (𝑥𝑇𝑛, 𝑦𝑇𝑛)}. In either setting, knowledge transfer methods are chosen 

based on ‘what to transfer’. SVs of SVM [61, 64, 67, 68, 71] or support vector regression (SVR) [62, 

63], prior distributions of Naïve Bayesian models [19, 70] or Gaussian process regression (GPR) 

[66], model structures of NN [32, 69], and other knowledge from models [65] can all be used as 

knowledge. 

 



  

 

Table 2 Knowledge transfer methods with knowledge from data. 

Method 
Transfer 

Approach 

Source 

Data 
Target Data Applications 

TrAdaBoost [34] Instance-based Labeled Limited labeled Classification of news documents 

and mushrooms 

Multisource-

TrAdaBoost [35] 

Instance-based Labeled Limited labeled Object image classification / 

Vehicle image detection 

TrAdBoost.R2 [36] Instance-based Labeled Labeled Regression of concrete strength, 

house price, fuel efficiency, and 

automobile price 

CP-MDA [37] Instance-based Labeled Limited labeled Fatigue detection 

Domain Adaptation 

for NLP [38] 

Instance-based Labeled Limited labeled Natural language processing tasks 

MACD [20] Instance-based Labeled Unlabeled Sentiment classification 

DTMKL [39] Feature-based Labeled Unlabeled Video concept detection / 

Classification of new documents 

and spam emails 

MMDE [40] Feature-based Labeled Unlabeled Wi-Fi localizations,  

Classification of news documents 

JDA [41] Feature-based Labeled Unlabeled Classification of handwritten 

images, face images, and object 

images 

ARTL [42] Feature-based Labeled Unlabeled Classification of news documents, 

handwritten images, and face 

images 

SFA [43] Feature-based Labeled Limited labeled Sentiment classification of 

product reviews 

HeMap [44] Feature-based Labeled Limited labeled Drug efficacy prediction /  

Object image classification 

HHTL [45] Feature-based Labeled Unlabeled Sentiment classification of 

product reviews 

 

 

3.2.1. Knowledge Transfer in a Single-instance Setting 

 

Cauwenberghs and Poggio [61] proposed an incremental SVM learning method to update the model 

on a new data point. The key idea is to retain the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions on all 

previous data points, while updating the SVM model with newly-collected data. When a new data 

point goes into the learning system, the new data point is checked for meeting KKT conditions. If 

the new data point is satisfying the current KKT conditions, the existing model would be used 

continuously without model updating. On the contrary, the new data point is used to update the 

kernel matrix accordingly. Diehl and Cauwenberghs [72] extended the incremental SVM learning 

method [61] to a general framework.  

Ma et al. [62] proposed an accurate on-line support vector regression (AOSVR) method that 

extends the method proposed by Cauwenberghs and Poggio [61] for online SVR. The learning 

strategy of AOSVR is not much different from the incremental SVM learning method [61], but the 



  

 

method is extended for dealing with regression problems. The difference between the incremental 

SVM learning method [61] and the AOSVR method is a bookkeeping procedure, which is a step to 

determine the amplitude for changing the category membership of vectors (from reserve to 

margin/error, from margin to reserve/error, and from error to reserve/margin). The coefficient 

parameters of the kernel function are being updated until the new data point meets KKT conditions, 

while ensuring the existing data points also meet the KKT conditions.  

Liu and Zio [63] proposed an online learning approach for SVR using the feature vector selection 

(FVS) method and incremental and decremental learning (Online-SVR-FID) method. The proposed 

method combines FVS method [73] and the knowledge transfer method proposed by Cauwenberghs 

and Poggio [61]. The key idea is 1) to judge whether a new data point is a new pattern or a changed 

pattern, and 2) to modify the model adaptively while retaining the KKT conditions. The new data 

point is a new pattern if it cannot be represented by existing patterns in the reproducing kernel Hilbert 

space (RKHS). The new data point is a changed pattern if the data point in RKHS is represented by 

existing patterns but the predicted value is biased. When the new data point is a new pattern, the new 

data point (new pattern) is directly used to update the model. If the new data point is a changed 

pattern, the existing patterns are updated using the new data point, and the changed patterns are used 

to train the model. Liu and Zio compared Online-SVR-FID with the knowledge transfer method 

proposed by Cauwenberghs and Poggio [61], Naïve online regularized risk minimization algorithm 

(NORMA) [74], sparse on-line Gaussian processes (SOGP) [75], and kernel-based recursive least 

square tracker (KRLS-T) [76]. The results show that the accuracy of Online-SVR-FID is higher and 

learning time is faster than other methods. 

Zheng et al. [64] proposed an online incremental SVM (OI-SVM) method, which does not need 

to train the model at every new data point. The concept of OI-SVM is similar to Online-SVR-FID 

[63], but they use prototypes to represent the original data instead of FVs. The prototypes are learned 

to fit the density of the training data; they are updated when the distance between existing data points 

and the new data point is larger than thresholds. Then, the model is trained using the prototypes to 

generate SVs. Both Online-SVR-FID [63] and OI-SVM [64] do not require the original data for 

knowledge transfer. Also, they can handle large-scale data effectively. 

Vijaykumar and Schaal [65] proposed locally weighted projection regression (LWPR), which is 

a method focusing on finding local projections for local model training. Locally weighted partial 

least squares (PLS) regression is used to determine the linear model parameters in high-dimensional 

feature spaces. Next, a nonlinear model is trained by combining local linear models. When a new 

data point goes to the learning system, the key idea is to find an optimal projection direction to 

update the model. If the current projections cannot represent the new data point, a new projection is 

added. Then, the local models are updated according to the projections.  

Nguyen-Tuong et al. [66] proposed a local approximation to the standard GPR in a single-

instance setting, called local GPR (LGP). The proposed method combines the concept of GPR and 

LWPR, which is a widely used real-time learning method in high dimensional spaces [77]. To reduce 

the computational time for model training, the method clusters existing data points. The basic 

concept is that data points in the same cluster belong to the same local region, and GPR models are 

trained for those regions. When updating the model with a new data point, the proximity between 

all available centers of the local region and the new data point is calculated to select the nearest local 

model. If the proximity to the nearest model is bigger than the threshold, the new data point is 

allocated to the nearest local region, and the center of the region is updated with the new data point. 



  

 

If the proximity is below than the threshold, a new local GPR model is trained with the new data 

point. The prediction is performed by weighted averaging the prediction results of each GPR model, 

and the weights are obtained by calculating the proximity of the new data point to each GPR model. 

 

3.2.2. Knowledge Transfer in a Batch Setting 

 

If methods suitable for a single-instance setting are used in a batch setting, the methods would be 

repeated to train the model for each data point, and the computational cost of model training would 

be increased. Karasuyama and Takeuchi [67] proposed a multiple incremental and decremental SVM 

(MID-SVM) learning method, which incrementally adapts an SVM-based model to a new 

environment and works efficiently for multiple data points. Like SVM-based knowledge transfer 

methods in a single-instance setting [61, 62], each data point is checked for whether it can be 

classified by using the existing classifier. If the classifier is working, the data point is not used for 

model update. The key idea of the method is determining the directions and length of changes in 

Lagrange multipliers, while satisfying KKT conditions. The experimental results show the proposed 

knowledge transfer method is faster than other knowledge transfer methods [61, 78] suitable for a 

single-instance setting. The method proposed by Karasuyama and Takeuchi [67] cannot be used 

when the label space of the source is different from the label space of the target. 

Wen and Lu [68] proposed a knowledge transfer method that can be used when the label spaces 

of the source and target are different. The method, which is called incremental learning by classifier 

combining (ILbyCC), enables SVM to adapt to a new environment by combining classifiers, while 

the method does not require access to previously used data points. A new classifier is trained using 

new data points, and averaged Bayes method [79] is used to combine each classifier. Finally, using 

the combined classifier, the posterior probability of each data point to all classes is calculated.  

Polikar et al. [32] proposed Learn++ that can be used when the source and target have different 

label spaces, which is a method of incrementally training NN classifiers. Learn ++ does not require 

access to the original data (source-domain data), while preserving previously acquired knowledge. 

The method is inspired by the AdaBoost [29], it generates weak hypotheses by training a weak 

learning algorithm when new data points come into the learning system. Errors of each hypothesis 

on their training data are calculated, and voting weights are computed based on the errors to combine 

each hypothesis. Composite hypothesis makes model updating possible when data points with new 

classes of the label space are introduced. Learn++ was extended to various versions, Muhlbaier et 

al. [80] proposed Learn++.MT for reducing the number of classifiers while improving the 

performance of classifiers, Muhlbaier et al. [30] proposed Learn++.NC for learning new classses 

(NC) of the label space, and Elwell and Polikar [81] proposed Learn++.NSE for change in class 

definitions over time under non-stationary environments.  

Bruzzone and Fernàndez Prieto [69] proposed a knowledge transfer method based on Radial 

Basis Function (RBF) NN that can be used when the source and target have different label spaces. 

To train an initial network, the method clusters data points, and prototypes are generated for each 

partitioned cluster. The prototypes correspond to Gaussian kernel functions which are associated 

with hidden neurons. The connection between the hidden neurons and the output units are defined 

by minimizing the sum-of squared errors (SSE). After the initial network is trained, the retraining of 

the model proceeds using new data points and the prototypes. The most similar prototypes for each 



  

 

data point are selected, and the prototypes are updated using the data point. When new data points 

cannot be represented by the current prototypes, a new prototype is generated. To update the weights 

between hidden neurons and output units, SSE before updating the prototype, and SSE after updating 

the prototype are used.  

So far, we have described knowledge transfer methods focusing on how to quickly adapt to a 

new environment by incrementally and constantly updating models. However, if information of the 

new environment is not sufficient, models in the similar sources can be used for knowledge transfer. 

Dai et al. [70] proposed a knowledge transfer method based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) 

algorithm and Naïve Bayes classifier, which is called Naïve Bayes transfer classification algorithm 

(NBTC). The Naïve Bayes classifier is trained using the source-domain data to predict the label of 

the target when the target-domain data is unlabeled, and the classifier is modified to meet the 

distribution of the target-domain data based on EM algorithm. Kullback leibler (KL)-divergence is 

used to measure the distribution difference between the source and target. The experiments are 

conducted with two semi-supervised methods: transductive SVM (TSVM) [82] and traditional EM-

based Naïve Bayes classifier (ENBC) [83]. Like knowledge transfer from data, the knowledge from 

multiple-source models can also be utilized. 

Gao et al. [19] proposed a locally weighted ensemble (LWE) framework that uses knowledge 

extracted from multiple models via local structure mapping. The key idea of the method is 

formulating similarity between the multiple-source models (general Bayesian models for 

classification) and the unknown target model. Clustering is performed on the target-domain data, 

and neighborhood graphs between the clusters and source models are constructed. The similarity 

between the source models and the target-domain data is calculated using the graphs, the weights 

between models and data points of the target is computed.  

Tommasi et al. [71] proposed LS-SVM-based model adaptation method for utilizing knowledge 

from multiple models. The prior knowledge, which is hyperplanes of the classifiers, is transferred 

by minimizing weighted error rate (WER) based on leave-one-out (LOO) error. LOO error is an 

unbiased estimator and can be used for model selection [84]. 

 

3.2.3. Summary of Knowledge Transfer from Model 

 

Knowledge transfer methods using knowledge extracted from model are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3 presents the method name, basic learner, data arrival manner (e.g., single instance and batch), 

and the applications of the knowledge transfer method. The knowledge transfer methods were 

developed based on the selected learning algorithms, i.e., basic learners. A basic learner is an 

algorithm used to train the source model. Data arrival manner means number of target data points 

used to train 𝑓𝑇(∙). Comparison methods are methods used to evaluate the proposed methods. 

Applications refers to a problem implemented by authors to test proposed methods.  

 



  

 

Table 3 Knowledge transfer methods with knowledge from model. 

Method Basic Learner 
Data Arrival 

Manner 
Applications 

Incremental SVM [61] SVM Single instance - 

AOSVR [62] SVR Single instance Regression analysis of fuel efficiency and 

house price 

Online-SVR-FID [63] SVR Single instance Leak flow classification 

OI-SVM [64] SVM Single instance Classification of image, text, vehicle ID, 

cylinder misfire, and income 

LWPR [65] PLS regression Single instance Robot Control 

LGP [66] GPR Single instance Robot Control 

MID-SVM [67] SVM Batch Classification of diabetes, income, forest 

cover type, and cylinder misfire 

ILbyCC [68] SVM Batch Classification of text, type of vehicle, and 

circular region 

Learn ++ [32] NN Batch Classification of text image, type of 

vehicle, and circular region / Gas sensing 

Incremental NN [69] NN Batch Remote sensing image classification 

NBTC [70] Naïve Bayes 

classifier 

Batch Classification of news documents 

LWE [19] Bayesian model Batch Spam filtering / Text classification / 

Intrusion detection 

LS-SVM based Model 

Adaptation [71] 

LS-SVM Batch Object image classification 

 

 

3.3. Analysis and Findings 

 

So far, we have provided an overview of the current knowledge transfer methods that extract 

knowledge from data or model. Table 4 provides a summary of those methods that is categorized to 

availability of labels in target and types of changes in data properties. Availability of labels specifies 

the availability of labels in the target-domain data. Types of changes in data properties specifies the 

way in which the source and target domains are different. According to the availability of labels and 

the types of changes in data properties, available knowledge transfer methods are presented. 

Knowledge source, as mentioned in Section 2, specifies which type of knowledge is used to train 

𝑓𝑇(∙). 

In summary, knowledge transfer methods differ according to the availability of labels and the 

type of changes in data properties. The methods are categorized into two types: using knowledge 

from data and using knowledge from model. The common assumption of methods transferring 

knowledge from data is that the knowledge is inherent in data. Thus, the methods are different 

depending on how to extract and transfer the inherent knowledge while reducing the difference (gap) 

between the source and target. The methods are often limited to specific applications because each 

method should be able to handle the characteristics of data collected from each domain. Knowledge 

transfer methods transferring knowledge from model are suitable when data arrives as a continuous 

stream over time. A few methods can be used when the target-domain data is unlabeled. These 



  

 

methods extract knowledge from the source-domain data in the form of model and transfer 

knowledge from the model to deal with the limited information of the current environment. The 

appropriate method for knowledge transfer depends on the basic learner, and the availability of labels 

in the target-domain data, not the characteristics of data. 

 

Table 4 A summary of knowledge transfer methods. 

Availability of 

Labels in Target 

Types of Changes in 

Data Properties 
Knowledge Transfer Methods 

Knowledge 

Source 

Labeled 𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) TrAdaBoost.R2 [36] Data 

Incremental SVM [61]  

AOSVR [62]  

Online-SVR-FID [63]  

OI-SVM [64]  

LWPR [65]  

LGP [66] 

MID-SVM [67] 

Model 

Model  

Model  

Model  

Model 

Model  

Model 

𝒴𝑆 ≠ 𝒴𝑇 ILbyCC [68] 

Learn ++ [32]  

Incremental NN [69] 

NBTC [70] 

Model 

Model 

Model 

Model 

P(𝑌𝑆|𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑌𝑇|𝑋𝑇) LS-SVM based Model Adaptation [7] Model 

Limited Labeled χS ≠ χT SFA [43] 

HeMap [44] 

Data 

Data 

𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) TrAdaBoost [34] 

Multisource-TrAdaBoost [35] 

HeMap [44] 

Data 

Data 

Data 

𝒴𝑆 ≠ 𝒴𝑇 HeMap [44] Data 

P(𝑌𝑆|𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑌𝑇|𝑋𝑇) CP-MDA [37] 

Domain Adaptation for NLP [38] 

Data 

Data 

Unlabeled χS ≠ χT HHTL [45] Data 

𝑃(𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑋𝑇) MACD [20] 

DTMKL [39] 

MMDE [40] 

JDA [41] 

ARTL [42] 

HHTL [45] 

Data 

Data 

Data 

Data 

Data 

Data 

NBTC [70] 

LWE [19] 

Model 

Model 

P(𝑌𝑆|𝑋𝑆) ≠ 𝑃(𝑌𝑇|𝑋𝑇) JDA [41] 

ARTL [42] 

Data 

Data 

4. Knowledge Transfer in Manufacturing 

 

Knowledge transfer can be an effective solution in supporting manufacturing DA. Methodologies 

[3, 85] to perform knowledge transfer for DA were previously proposed.  



  

 

Das et al. [85] proposed a methodology for adapting a predictive model to understand the process 

in unstable environments (e.g., a ramp-up phase in an assembly line) in manufacturing. A probability 

function (e.g., posterior probability function) is used to detect concept drifts of data. When the 

concept drifts are detected, it builds an adapted version of the predictive model based on the 

estimated drifts. The methodology focuses on designing a system for automatic model adaptation, 

which includes interacting mechanisms between the manufacturing processes, sensors, controllers, 

and database.  

Another methodology which is called active approach has been proposed by Dizler et al. [3] for 

updating DA models in non-stationary environments. It is similar to the methodology proposed by 

Das et al. [85], but the active approach focuses on algorithms to detect changes in data and to update 

models in detail. The active approach is divided into three phases: feature extraction, change 

detection (detector), and adaptation. The feature extraction aims at extracting features to detect 

changes and to use them for classification or regression. The change detection identifies features 

affected by the concept drift. The model adaptation phase is activated to update or rebuild DA 

models. 

The above methodologies were designed for certain scenarios; and they have some limitations 

for knowledge transfer in manufacturing. First, both methodologies only target on the events that 

cause changes in probability distributions (marginal and conditional). In manufacturing, the feature 

or label space changes occasionally, but changes in feature or label space are not considered in both 

methodologies. Second, after the changes in data properties are detected, a source and target to 

perform knowledge transfer should be defined in advance. In these methodologies, no clear guidance 

on what can be used as the knowledge source was provided. Lastly, depending on types of changes 

in data properties and availability of labeled data, available knowledge transfer methods might be 

different. However, both methodologies only provide learning algorithms that can adapt models to 

changes in probability distributions.  

In this section, we categorize types of events that cause changes in data properties in 

manufacturing processes, and present additional considerations to overcome these limitations. The 

considerations are presented within a mechanism by modifying the active approach designed by 

Dizler et al [3]. The concept of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 5, it includes three steps: detecting 

changes in data properties, defining source and target with determining difference in data properties, 

and selecting methods for knowledge transfer in manufacturing. The proposed mechanism does not 

cover entire steps for training a new model [86], it only describes steps to select knowledge transfer 

methods in non-stationary environments of manufacturing.  

 

4.1. Events Causing Changes in Data Properties in Manufacturing Process 

 

In manufacturing processes, a large amount of data is generated in the physical systems including 

machines and sensors [87, 88]. Also, data related to product designs and operation plans can be used 

together with data generated in the physical system for DA in manufacturing.   



  

 

 

Fig. 5 A mechanism for selecting knowledge transfer methods in a non-stationary environment. 

 

Properties of data generated in the manufacturing process can change when a new event occurs. 

Events causing changes in data properties can be classified into two types; predictable or 

unpredictable according to whether the occurrence of event is known in advance. For example, when 

an engineer adds a new sensor to acquire data which have not been collected in the manufacturing 

process, the activity adding a new sensor is a predictable event that causes changes in the feature 

space. When a sensor has an aging effect, the aging effect is an unpredictable event because 

engineers cannot know before changes in probability distributions of data occur.  

The definition of the structure in predictable and unpredictable events can be applied to other 

applications areas (e.g., medical healthcare and finance), but sometimes, only one of the types of 

events is predominant. For example, in the case of analyzing medical images [89], changes in data 

properties will be known in advance if different images are used for knowledge transfer. On the 

other hand, in the case of spam filtering [38], an emergence of a new type of spam can be categorized 

as an unpredictable event. 

Data of which properties often change due to the occurrence of event can be grouped into 

categories, which are quality management data (e.g., product defect), productivity and maintenance 

data (e.g., machine states), and traceability data (e.g., raw materials) [90]. Various events can cause 

changes in data properties in the manufacturing process, we describe examples of the events to help 

manufacturing engineers to understand their non-stationary environment in Table 5. Table 5 presents 

the data categories, the type of events, example events according to the data category and type of 

events, and changed data properties caused by the events. 

 

 

 



  

 

Table 5 Examples of the events that cause changes in data properties in manufacturing.  

Data 

Categories 

Type of 

Events 
Example Events 

Changed Data 

Properties 

Quality 

management 

Predictable A new type of product defect occurs due to a new 

product design being produced 

Probability 

distributions 

  Adding a new sensor to machines for detecting (or 

classifying) product defects 

Label space 

 Unpredictable Constant level of product quality cannot be 

guaranteed during the same product design being 

produced without changes in operation settings 

Label space 

Productivity & 

maintenance 

Predictable Adding a new sensor to machine for collecting a 

new data related to machine status 

Feature space 

  Data collected from machines (or sensors) is shifted 

due to machine maintenance 

Probability 

distributions 

 Unpredictable Data collected from machines (or sensors) is shifted 

due to their aging effects 

Probability 

distributions 

Traceability Predictable Patterns of product defects change due to different 

raw materials of products being used 

Probability 

distributions 

 

 

4.2. A Mechanism for Selecting Knowledge Transfer Methods 

 

In this section, we present a mechanism for selecting methods to perform knowledge transfer in 

manufacturing.  

 

4.2.1. Detecting Changes in Data Properties 

 

Detecting changes in data properties phase focuses on whether a change has happened and what has 

changed. Depending on the types of events (predictable or unpredictable), approaches to detect the 

events causing changes in data properties are different. In case of the predictable events, it is a 

straightforward task to detect when the changes in data properties occur because engineers have 

known when the events will occur. To assert changes in the feature or label space, comparing the 

feature or label space of the previous event with the post event can be used. Changes in probability 

distributions can be detected by comparing the previous and post events using statistical techniques 

summarized by Dizler et al. [3]. 

In case of the unpredictable events, monitoring of the manufacturing process is necessary to 

detect when data properties have changed. To assert changes in the feature or label space, monitoring 

only needs to check whether data corresponding to the features or labels is being collected. Changes 

in probability distributions can be detected using the scoring results of the DA model being used in 

the manufacturing process. When the results of the model deviate from the predefined accuracy 

boundary, it means that newly-collected data used for scoring have different data properties 

compared to data used to train the model. The point at which a new model is needed can be used as 

the occurrence of the event. If a model being used does not exist, statistical techniques [3] can be 

used to determine when the new model is needed.  



  

 

4.2.2. Defining Source and Target 

 

Once changes in data properties are detected, the source and target for knowledge transfer should be 

defined. The source and target can be identified based on the occurrence of the event. The data or 

model of the previous events (the old environment) belong to the source-domain data or source 

model, while data of the post event can belong to the target-domain data.  

First of all, differences in the feature and label spaces should be determined because the 

distributions of data depend on the features and labels. We assume that the label space is determined 

by a set of labels used when collecting data in the manufacturing process. The difference in the label 

space can be determined by comparing the labels in the source and target. To define the difference 

in the feature space, features to be used in the target are determined in advance. Features for training 

the model can be selected through methods summarized by Guyon and Elisseeff [91]. The authors 

categorized the methods into three approaches: variable ranking, subset selection, and space 

dimensionality reduction. However, there are additional considerations to determine the feature 

space of the target domain. Four possible cases (see. Fig. 6) exist depending on the availability of 

the source-domain features in the target domain. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Relations of available features between the source and target domains. 

 

When all features of the source domain exist in the target domain (see Fig. 6 (a)), the features of 

the source domain are a subset of the features of the target domain. When the target features are 

identical to the source features, we can use knowledge transfer methods by adjusting differences in 

distributions. On the other hand, for example, if the correlation between the feature 𝑥2
T and target 



  

 

labels are high enough, the features of the target domain can be {𝑥1
C, 𝑥2

C, 𝑥3
C, 𝑥2

T}. When more features 

that only exist in the target domain are included in the feature space of the target, more data of the 

target domain can be utilized. However, the difference between the source and target domains will 

increase.  

When some features of the source domain do not exist in the target domain (see Fig. 6 (b) and 

(c)), the feature spaces of the source and target domains are always different. Thus, in both cases, it 

is not easy to use models as the knowledge source. Two different types of features exist in the target 

domain: features which are elements of the intersection of the source and target domains and features 

which are only elements of the target domain. Similar to the case of Fig. 6 (a), when more features 

that exist in both domains are used, the source and the target become more similar. On the other 

hand, when more features that only exist in the target domain are used, more target data can be 

utilized, but the difference between the source and target domains will increase. 

When there is no element in the intersection of the source and target domains (see Fig. 6 (d)), 

then the selected features of the source and target are completely different. Unlike the above three 

cases, the features of the source domain do not need to be considered. The feature space of the target 

domain can be determined in the same way of selecting features in the source domain. In this case, 

knowledge transfer from source domain to target domain would be more challenging [21]. 

We assume that the feature space of the source does not change. Target features can be 

determined by considering four cases above. Once the features of the target are determined, 

differences in marginal and conditional probability distributions are defined according to the 

selected target features. In case of the target features that exist in both the source and target, 

differences in distributions can be defined using methods summarized by Cha [92]. If the target 

features do not exist in the source, differences in distributions cannot be defined due to the lack of 

features to be compared.  

 

4.2.3. Selecting Knowledge Transfer Methods 

 

After defining source and target, knowledge transfer method selection is performed by first 

identifying the availability of labeled data in the target domain. The availability of labeled data in 

the target domain can be determined by considering the expected profit of DA with labeled data and 

the expected time (cost) to get the labels. If newly-collected data is not labeled, we should decide 

whether it is worth collecting labelled data. When the profit is smaller than the loss, using limited 

labeled or unlabeled target-domain data would be appropriate for avoiding time investment in 

labelling target-domain data. However, it is often difficult to get the value of profit and loss, the 

availability of labeled data might rely on domain experts’ knowledge and experiences. 

The availability of labeled data in the target domain and the difference in data properties are 

considered to choose appropriate knowledge transfer methods. Table 4 summarizes knowledge 

transfer methods using the above two major factors, thus referring Table 4 can be a possible way to 

choose a method for knowledge transfer. Even if the availability of labeled data and difference in 

data properties are identical, there could be methods transferring knowledge from different 

knowledge sources. When the time requirement of the model adaptation is important and changes in 

environments occur frequently, it is appropriate to select methods using a model as the knowledge 



  

 

source to update the model continuously, that is, using model as the knowledge source follows the 

learning strategy of online (incremental) learning.  

When choosing a method from Table 4, Tables 2 and 3 are used to get related information for the 

method. In some cases, it may be necessary to modify the knowledge transfer method depending on 

specific needs. 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

 

Since most manufacturers are facing competitive markets, continuous changes in the product design 

or production process occur to add value to products. Continuous changes in product design and 

production process also cause changes in data generation, collection, and processing. In this regard, 

it has become important for DA models to have the capability of responding to continuous and rapid 

changes in data. In case of degradation in the accuracy of the DA model(s) due to non-stationary 

data generation and collection environment(s), knowledge transfer could be a good approach to train 

or update a DA model using knowledge from source data or model, with limited information from 

the new environment. Knowledge transfer allows a new DA model to be trained efficiently and 

effectively in non-stationary environments.  

In this paper, we have explained the concept of knowledge transfer, and reviewed several 

knowledge transfer methods that are widely used in various applications. Also, we have introduced 

benefits of knowledge transfer, and summarized examples of transferred knowledge. Knowledge 

transfer methods are reviewed considering three factors: knowledge sources, types of non-stationary 

environments, and availability of labeled data. Among these three factors, we have distinguished 

knowledge transfer methods based on ‘what to transfer’ (knowledge sources), and investigated the 

methods corresponding to each source. From the summary of the methods, we have presented a 

mechanism to select knowledge transfer methods for manufacturing DA with benefits of reducing 

or eliminating the degradation in the accuracy of the model in presence of non-stationary 

environments. 

The studies surveyed in this paper have mainly concentrated on problems of classification and 

regression. Knowledge transfer methods related to clustering problems have not been discussed 

although clustering algorithms have been used for certain manufacturing problems. Knowledge 

transfer methods can be selected based on the proposed mechanism, however, a more in-depth 

theoretical analysis of a generated and extended mechanism to utilize knowledge transfer is required 

and is under development. The extended mechanism will include a guideline to locate a similar 

source for knowledge transfer to decrease the negative impact. 

Knowledge transfer of DA models is a relatively new paradigm in the manufacturing. This paper 

can be seen as an initial step towards understanding knowledge transfer and its requirements for 

manufacturing problems. To utilize knowledge transfer, data and models should be properly stored. 

In the case of data, storing all generated data points is expensive. It would be cost effective if data 

is stored in a form that can represent whole data points while reducing the size of data. Also, there 

could be a difference between scoring engines and communication protocols. If the model 

presentation is not interoperable, additional time might be required to interpret the model before 

knowledge transfer. Thus, to store models using a standard format (e.g., Predictive Model Markup 

Language by Data Mining Group) would enable practitioners to deploy DA models in a faster and 



  

 

easier way. Designing a repository to store data and models appropriately is considered as a future 

work. Additionally, similarity measures to find appropriate sources whose information is stored in 

the repository will be considered. To measure the similarity between the source and target in 

manufacturing, the context (e.g., what and how-to machine) as well as characteristics of data (e.g., 

feature and label spaces, distributions) should also be taken into consideration. It is necessary to 

understand the contribution of the features in the manufacturing context. Thus, developing a 

similarity analysis method to compare manufacturing environments for knowledge transfer would 

be an important topic of future research.   
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